CHAPTER – 39
NORMS FOR COMPLEXITY
The complex forefronts of life are always a daunting task and always remain a challenge to
overcome for most of the times. The basics such as these the complex forefronts of challenging
perspectives always demand a potential upbringing which has its potentiality into the strength of
living attires. The living attires as such cannot be forecasted as an easy passage to life but has to
testify the hardcore realities of life before making an impact into the social arena. The process of
change is always a complex attribute and has to testify the order of living to potential gains in
perpetual folds which can harness the desires of the populations. The brooding as such is not the
potentiality of the complex processes which need be overcome but rather the complex attributes need
be understood as located into the perpetual folds of guiding the destiny of mankind to those contours
which can lead to safe passage for existence on earth. The processes as such are manifested in many a
ways which can lead to surreal and thorough work outs truly accomplishing the goals of eternal folds
for life on earth. The complex attributes of change are located into the services for the mankind and at
the same time present themselves as savior of humanity on earth while protecting the human folds of
life to eternal grounds. The population hazards are but a burden on humanity which needs true
realization in complex domain for curbing the degeneration of humanity and for this complexity needs
to be nourished for establishing an order which can truly manifest the desires of most of the
populations. The terminological advantages of complexity are now openly evident as a clause i.e. to
nurture complex folds for gains to the populations in hard problems of life.

The complex folds of life as such cannot be a simple dictation for the populations but always
has a destined source which will nurture the details of complexity to true origins for service to the
mankind. The processes can be applied for realizations in public when the intriguing perspective of
the complexity is channeled as an attribute for the society. The process of channeling is an easy
workout is to be ensured by preplanned approach towards intriguing folds of complex workouts. The
modern world has all the ingredients to suffice the cause of realizing any type of complexity into the
public folds which can be harnessed as a potential force for living attires. The manifestations of
modern world are thus located in the gross parameters in the form of deeply intricately designed
structures for sufficing the desires of perpetual folds in real domains. The conceptualization of the
developmental grounds for channeling complex folds for life thus are made realizable by working
concepts such as welfare state terminology, industrialization, globalization with relevant working
structures which can exploit the potential of the mankind to true origins with sufficient causes for
goodness to all of the populations. The destined source of complexity as such cannot be made to
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dictate terms for life but has to realize true origins for livings in perpetual folds such that we make for
most of the needs from the true identification of complexity by the destined source. The processes are
largely vast and to be realized in real domain for the populations means there should be true authority
into the hands of governing powers and destined source to guide the destiny of mankind to true
origins in life. The destined source is but an avenue to make realize the dreams of the populations.

The dream world of present times is complex enough to accommodate more complexity for
the welfare of mankind. The world today has strategic features into its terminology which makes way
for the populations of the globe by means which are truly true manifestations to safe guard the face of
humanity on earth. The world has gone through many a transitional phases in the history of times and
the modern world has come out with terminologies such as welfare state which lays grounds for
welfare of populations on mass scale thus truly manifesting the desires to levels which serve as a
blatant shield to protect the face of humanity on earth. Welfare state terminology encompasses basic
infrastructural features which lays the foundations of fulfilling necessities to suffice the cause of
human understanding towards perpetual working attires in the domain of governance. Welfare state
has long led our way fulfilling the goals towards cherishing the basic ideology of livings and has truly
realized the dreams of the populations. The modern state but needs to correct its course of living to
attributes which can now be explained as adopting complexity by harnessing the potential of the
humanity to suffice the cause of enlarged populations on massive scale and to wide horizons. The
purpose and need of the welfare state requires a correction to alternate courses in livings which will
harness the potential of the populations to serve the needs of whole of the humanity. The purpose is to
bring in with itself those modes of production which will inculcate a working culture which can
utilize the potential of whole of the humanity for goodness to all of the populations. The enlarged
populations can now be served with more vigor and can utilize the potential of humanity in an
optimum attribute to suffice the cause of most of the populations of the world. The welfare state thus
needs to scale the terms of living to technical domain and mend its terminology to accommodate
technical working culture.

The processes of welfare state are now part of the entire global community. The welfare state
terminology has truly acted as a savior of humanity and has nourished those dreams which can be in
clause as attainments for the glory of mankind. The purpose has now embarked on those horizons
which are in clause beyond means for most of the nations of the world. The true picture as it unfolds
is that welfare state terminology as developed is been harnessed by all the nations of the world for the
betterment of their populations. This acts as savior of humanity for most of the nations of the world
and at the same time acts as adrenalin for the brains of the people who nourish complexity as a
culture. The welfare state philosophy is now been nurtured in the entire global community for
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safeguarding the interests of the populations and has its recourses on those contours which are truly
adaptable to fruitful destinations for humanity. The manifestations of welfare state are seen as
drinking water facilities, transportation facilities, electric utilities and many other facilities which
were primitive part of welfare state grounds. The latter versions of welfare state grounds are seen in
manifestations such as taxations for gains in life, banking facilities to protect the financial interests of
the populations, infrastructural maneuvers to channel the course of governance for the goodness of
populations, instrumental workouts to guide the complex forefronts of life to the destined populations
etc. On the same lines of service to humanity we need to harness the potential of the welfare state
terminology by suiting to the requirements of the present world for service to humanity in more
profound aptitudes such that to locate the forefronts of life on more secure grounds. The secure
grounds of present world are located into the realm of modern technologies which truly harness the
potential of working attires to totally safe grounds for all of the populations. The welfare state thus
has to lead our way by new terminologies which can guide the destiny of mankind to safe and secure
grounds in working attires. The terminology has to protect the interests of the populations in the midst
of complex forefronts for life and guide the mankind for attainments which will direct the course of
life to fruitful workouts. The welfare state should lead our way for fruitful discourses in life and
should not distract our way of life towards wayward misfortunes.

Nomenclature of welfare state has to mend its way by fruitful discourses for all of the
populations. The requirements are now meant to be located into transforming the self of the humanity
towards those contours which will bring in solace and fortune to most of the populations of the world.
The nomenclature has to lead into those frontiers those which will tranquilize the economic front to
those workouts which will harness the potential of the humanity to serve the needs of the entire global
community towards destinations which are described as fully safe, secure and to the liking towards
service to human values in the society. The processes are elaborate and covers the essential features
towards fruitful discourses is to be manifested by infrastructural workouts such that we truly realize
the realm of complexity of technical field in present circumstances to the full discourse in life. The
surreal truths of the present technologies are to be inspected in the forefronts of developmental
grounds to suit the economic parameters which will bring true solace to the millions of people of the
globe. The jargon of the modern world is optimization on the technical front to bring solace to
economic grounds which will manifest as a social model developing improved grounds of service for
most of the humanity. The enlarged scale of service by humanity will open new forefronts of human
understanding which will suffice the cause of millions of teaming populations of the world.

From rudimentary form of welfare state to developed stage of welfare state and now towards
modern format of welfare state encompassing ultra modern utilities the form of welfare state has now
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to yield itself as totally describing concrete folds of discourses for life to all of the populations. The
discourse of modern welfare state has now to yield itself in those forefronts of ultra modern
technologies which can bring an active transformation in the livings of millions of populations of the
globe. The discourse requires new thinking towards welfare state which will encompass feelings of
most of the populations of the world towards improved service to humanity. The gears of governance
should now format the new welfare state in a shape such that we come out true on lines of service to
humanity. The governance should now mold the structures of relevance into a cast which will suffice
the cause of modern technologies. Appropriately new structures should be hoisted to channel the
activity of modern technologies as true savior of human values and catering to the fortunes of millions
of people of the globe. The jargon is to make a prudent approach for technologies such that we come
out true on the aspirations of true developmental grounds for most of the humanity. The purpose of
modern technologies is to be identified in those folds which can be described as perpetual surrender to
the humanity for bringing about fortunes to the teaming millions of people of the globe. The nexus of
governance to modern technologies is to be identified into the prospects which the modern world has
gained over the past and requirements of service out of the privileges the rich people have gained over
the past. The will of the governance is to be motivated towards gains from the privileged class of
populations. The cast for governance should now make way for complexity only on grounds which
can be accommodated as of bringing solace and fortune to the people of the world who still remain
under privileged in the jargons of welfare state. The process of modern technologies is high yielding
is to be ensured by appropriate structures which will cast the governance folds into an activity which
will surface true grounds of service for all of the humanity. The cast is to be ensured for gains in the
long terms and at the same time should ensure that the developmental folds bring tranquility to the
poor on grounds which are in clause appear justifiable to the poor populations. The process should not
be a blind replication of western terms but should yield to the aspirations of the poor people.

The modern welfare state demands inputs into the governance structure to ensure complete
safety for the poorer sections of the society such that we ensure proper terminology of welfare state
for goodness to all of the poorer sections of the society. The means we associate should ensure
workouts which can gain in huge layouts and should ensure proper participation in developmental
folds by all of the populations. The large layouts of work culture with participation by most of the
populations will ensure proper channeling of resources such that we appreciate the norms of welfare
state. The nexus of modern technology should be associated as bringing about tranquility to the
technological folds which can cast a shadow of success towards ensuring fortunes to the populations
rich or poor. The nexus of technology thus requires intervention in the culture of the populations for
its working attributes and ensure that development does not become a fallacy but is realized as a true
endeavor towards service to humanity. The terms of technology should now optimize in its working
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domains on the same grounds as we optimized on the processes of non-technical domains in the past.
The non-technical domains of the past yielded themselves into such forms that they became part of
most of the populations. On the same lines we should optimize on the modern terminologies such that
they can also become part of all of the populations. The terms of modern terminologies should dictate
those terminological advantages which can become part of many and least but not the last they
optimize on their performances in the long run such that they become part of populations of the world.
The issue is of adopting modern standards and these can become feasible only when they ensure
monetary safety thus yield into fortunes to individuals while optimization brings about economic
tranquility so as to reduce the cost of technical modules in the process of working in long terms.

So far the discussion was engrossed in the nature of modern welfare state and the properties it
has to yield to. The realm of terminological advantages as such is not easily succumbing to utility if
there are no proper facilities for its use. The complex nature of technical fields imposes so many
obstacles such that the overdose of technical prescriptions can be harmful to the developmental folds
of a country. The workouts of complex technical fields are perpetual needs to be ensured by
associating governance as a fruitful prospect for the country. The adoption of complexity thus should
be engrossed in a culture as a perpetual effect for utility on grounds of true service in technical
domain. The adoption of complex technology thus should be on true modes of work aptitudes
prevalent in the country otherwise failing on these folds will lead to relentlessly working for gains
from technology and making the technological manifestations a reckless procedure. We cannot go
about spending recklessly on the technology if they do not yield to fortunes to individuals thus we
require properly serving units to cater to the demands of technology. The manifestations are truly
serving the needs of the people requires that monetary principles are kept on high agenda. The true
mode for adopting complex technical outfit accounts for catering to the demands of the people and
bringing about tranquility into economic parameters such that we associate technology as a true savior
of humanity. The adoption of complexity should always be on true modes of work culture. The realm
of jurisdiction which will get associated with the technical field will truly dictate terms of adopting
the technological workouts and truly define the limits of work culture.

The complex workouts of technology in the modern world are envisaged as essential elements
of developmental fronts. The processes although envisaged as true prescription yet they pose a
potential threat to the society if the adoption is not for economic uplifting of the populations. The
adoption thus should be certified to the personal domain and this as such requires that we yield to
serving the technical workouts in potentiality. The processes thus should be adopted when it gets
certified on serving the demands of the populations as a potential need of the time. The complex
forefronts of development are adoptable only when they have all the attributing features to the liking
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to the demands of the populations. The demands requires there should be availability of properly
serving units to cater to the complex nature of technical domain and the demand requires that they
should serve the purpose of economically uplifting the livings of the people. All these attributes of
adoption should be considered before making a case for technical workouts as perpetual workouts of
living.

The workouts of complex nature should be driven only when these are congenial to the
natural geography of the country. The nature of complex workouts is a continuous prospect is to be
ensured by keeping adequate reserves on technical front with proper raw materials. The discourse is
safe when we guide the processes by adopting natural precepts in workings for the complex scenario
and this need to be ensured that natural geography is lending a helpful hand in the conduct of the
processes. In pursuit of adopting technological workouts we need to ensure the viability of the
processes by evaluating the economic impact of the domain on living conditions. The welfare state
philosophy as developed over the years in a country will be a guiding force behind the adoption of
complex workouts in a country. The welfare state terminology can be amended for changes to
accommodate the new prospects of technology if these are insufficient grounds to pursue the domains
advantages in the realm of populations. The processes of technological domain should be charted as
highly fruitful to the economy and should yield to appropriate changes in the norms of governance to
accommodate the advantages of pursuing the technical domain. The reasons for adopting the
technological advantages should be explicitly highlighted for making changes into the working of new
welfare state.

The complex processes are in general difficult propositions to handle. The requirements for
maintenance of complex processes demands more complex strategies. Thus full cognizance should be
undertaken before adopting a complex course of action as we may fall short of serving the demands of
complexity for subsistence. Complex processes in general are meant for complex persons who can
handle the work load of complexity in full service. The complex processes although they are complex
but once suited to the needs of the people they solve lot of affairs in working. The ease of success in
daily working is phenomenal with complex manifestations. The complex workouts should be
followed to ease out the terms for livings and should be pursued for better life as it is always the
complex workouts which can make a dent into the living conditions of the people. The nature of
complex domain as fulfilling the dreams of life in the form of technology always lead itself as
luscious prospect for the country which manifests itself as of inhumane character to the governance
domain out of inabilities to serve the people in totality. The service to mankind although ensured by
technology to be propelling for the entire populations yet they require a certain understanding to adopt
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the right course into the public domain. The pursuance of abrupt procedures is generally of inhumane
character to the governance domain
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